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TECHNICAL NOTES |
THE SOILS OF THE WABAG AREA, WESTERN HIGHLANDS, NEW GUINEA
(G.K. Rutherford, C.S.I.R.O. Division of Land Research & Regional Survey; Canberra, A.C.T.)
The Wabag area of New Guinea was surveyed by the C.SohRoO. Division of Land Research
and Regional Survey in I960. The survey area consists of mainly hilly to steep rugged country between
3000 and 10,000 ft above sea level. The average height of survey operations was about 6000 ft in the east
of the area and 7000 ft in ihe west,
Apart from the gardened and garden regrowthiareas, the natural vegetation is mainly montane
forest with some highialpinegrasslands above 9000 ft. Some valleys are heavily'populated, particularly the
Lai Valley between Wabag and Wapanamunda whilst other usually high and forested areas, are practically
unpopulated.
A marked feature is the distribution of Pleistocene ash showers blanketing considerable
greas. The extensive rugged, dissected limestone country is characterized by outcrop and skeletal soils.
Calcareous mudstones and shales on moderate to steep slopes give rise to severe slumping with locally
developed, poorly drained, hydromorphic soils. Broad valley f i l l areas have deep peaty bog soils. River
flood plain soils do not constitute a significant portion of the total soil area.
The soils of the area are the product of a very humid temperate climate with a marked,
though not intense, dry season. The climate, (being in itself related to the rather high altitude) has been
the dominating influence in determining the soil type. Large areas of similar sedentary soils, usually
comparatively deep are produced from a diversity of parent materials and indicate a strong zonal tendency'
in soil formation. In all moderately to well drained sites the same soil morphology is produced from virt
u a l l / al! parent materials. These soils have provisionally been classified as yellow brown earths as they!
seem to bear a significant relationship to soils previously described as yellow brown earths in New Zealand
and Chile.
The yellow brown earths of the area usually have deep, black and very dark grey ; to dark
reddish brown silty clay'loam to clay top soils showing moderately developed crumb structure developed
over yellow to yellowish brown plastic, massive clay subsoils. They occur in the Wabag area under a
wide variety of environmental conditions and parent materials, on old flood plain alluvium, on outwash:
from a host of calcareous and non calcareous sediments and from limestones, on tuffaceous sediments and
volcanic rocks and on ashishowers of diverse composition.
Hydromorphic soils of two main types are produced. Intractable clayey'humic gley soils are
formed on mudflows and debris tongues which are developed as a result of the instability of calcareous mudstones of the area. Extensive plains of peaty bog soils occur mainly as valley ! f i l l s . Peat swamps with an
average slope of 6° were observed at 8300 ft above sea level.
Considerable areas of fairly well drained soils on the gentle to moderately steep slopes have
appreciable natural inherent reserves of fertility and are generally well suited for native agriculture,
t

Another feature of the soils of the area is their apparent resistance to erosion. Slopes are
gardened which would be considered uncultivatable in most other countries. Narrow pig barrier trenches on
some steep slopes have been deepened to eight feet or more but there is evidence that this must have taken
place over many years. It was striking to see unmetalled roads which had been in existence for eighteen
months where erosion scars were very minor features. Similarly^ deep road cuttings up to six years old showed
little erosion effect.
Soil samples were collected for analysis with the intention of showing the general chemical
and physical properties of the main soil families as well as thowing some light on ihe geochemical development of ihe yellow-brown earths.
o
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PITTED COUNTRY" IN THE GOULBURN VALLEY IRRIGATION AREAS
OF NORTHERN VICTORIA.
(T. Poutsma and J . Newell, Soils Section, Dept. of A g r i c , Melbourne, Vic.)
The " p i t t e d country3' described below was met in the couise of a soil survey of ihe
irrigated land along the Goulburn River. The greater part of the surveyed area is situated on the Riverine
plain of Southeastern Ausnalia, a huge deposifional plain extending from northern Victoria into central
New South Wales. In the area the pitted country forms a very minor, but striking feature.
The land surface here is marked by the presence of quite distinct pits, usually roughly
circular in shape, and from 10 to 20 yards across. The pits are mostly between one and a half and four
feet deep, but some as deep as six feet have been noted. They may occur widely scattered, covering as
little as one sixih, or they can take up more than two-third of the total area.
Component soil types vary widely, both in the pits, and on the "shelves \ They take in
both lighter textured, well drained soils, and poorly drained, heavier textured profiles. The morphology
and micro-landscape of adjoining pit and shelf profiles cannot be related to conventional gilgai morphology
as described by Hallsworfh et. a l . * In the largest occurrence the soils in the pits are markedly lighter and
more permeable than the shelf soils. Elsewhere, the pit soils are quite heavy and poorly drained internally.
At one site pits were noted adjacent to a gilgaied soil.
The pitted country occurs over small areas on the floodplain along its southern margin,
where i t adjoins the Rushworth ihills. It is found close to, but not necessarily adjoining these Silurian
h i l l s . It covers botlvlevee country alongside a strong prior stream, and areas a considerable distance
away'from any stream, on near and mid floodplain parts of the depositional landscape. In one instance
some pits were found in a narrow chain down the lower part of a broad valley, where i t merged into the
floodplain proper. They show up in a clearly marked pattern on aerial photographs, quite distinct from
that made by gilgai microrelief.
The pits have some features in common with the shallow " s i n k h o l e s " occasionally met
on the levee and near floodplain soils (Shepparton and East Shepparton fine sandy loams and Lemnos loam).
The pits differ in being markedly larger and more numerous, where they occur. The authors can come no
nearer than this to an explanation for their presence.
*E.G. Hallsworth; G.K. Robertson and F.R. Gibbons (1955): Studies in pedogenesis in New South Wales.
V I I . The gilgai soils. J . Soil Sci. 6,:1 31
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SUMMARIES OF TALKS
SOLIFLUCTION TERRACES IN THE KOSCIUSKO AREA
(Summary of talk by Mr. A..B. Costin to the ACT Branch; Canbena

March 1961)

The Kosciusko area contains a variety of frost soils and minor landscape features
which are usually attributed to periglacidl climates - i.e. to the effects of permafrost or deep seasonal
freezing and thawing. These features are being investigated as regards environment, surface and profile
characteristics, genesis, and whether active or stable under present conditions.
Solifluction terraces are one such feature. They are found on windswept alpine plateaux
above about 6^800 feet, mainly on metamorphosed sediments, and on well drained slopes between about 5
and 30° r The present vegetation is a mosaic of alpine herbfield and fjaeldmark (dwarf open heath).
These terraces are commonly arranged in step-wise fashion. The long axis of the step
is usually off slope to a degree related to the direction of the prevailing winds. The terraces can be
divided into tread, or flat part of the step, and riser, or steeper slope from one step to the next. The
depression between laterally overlapping steps is termed the gully or recess.
A typical profile through a terrace tread shows a stony soil of less than a foot to more
than three feet deep over a basal stony layer of large stones which rests on bedrock. Sometimes a
more organic lens of stone-free soil is found between the stony soil and stony layer. The fines are
predominantly fine sandy to silty; this particular texture predisposes soil's to volume changes of up
to 30% on freezing and thawing.
The slope of the stony layer is about the same as the general slope, whereas the slope
of the terrace is always less- This shows that the terraces have formed on top of or within the stony
layer. The mass movement of the terrace with (respect to the stony layer seems to have required
permanently or seasonally impeded subsoil drainage, a condition which does not occur todayj Permafrost
or deep seasonal freezing and thawing would have provided these conditions.; mean annual temperatures
of at least 2°C cooler than at present would have been required.
Botanical evidence also indicates the terraces are now relatively inactive. Precise
information as to when the active period occurred is being provided by C-14 determinations of plant
remains preserved in the buried lenses of soil. Data on rate of formation are also being obtained.
Tentatively, it is concluded that the terraces contain evidence for four climatic phases:
1. A colder phase of severe frost - shattering and spreading of frost-debris over
exposed alpine slopes as a deep stony layer.
2; A warmer phase when soils with a larger proportion of fines and organic matter
were formed from the stony layer.
3. A colder phase resulting in permanent or seasonal freezing into the stony layer
below the depth of soil formation and the development of terraces from the thawed soil above. In
places the old topsoil was rolled under the terrace immediately above the frozen stony layer and was
preserved as lenses.
4. A warmer phase during which deep freezing ceased and the terraces became relatively stable, as seen today.

.5 .

THE EFFECT OF CHLORIDE ON PHOSPHATE UPTAKE
(Summary of talk by Dr. O . C Carter to the Sydney Sub Branch on 15th December 1960.)
Previous workers with maize suggested that chlorine toxicity associated with high rates
of applied potassium chloride, was due to apparent reduction in nitrate, phosphate, magnesium and
perhaps sulphur content of the plant*
These reductions were considered the result of
(1) highosmotic pressuies in the soil solution:
(2) haimful effects of chloride on some intermediary metabolic step in the plant, or
(3) an antagonistic effect of the chloride ion on the uptake of other ions.
32
By employing the tracer technique using P Carter examined the last hypothesis and
expressed the uptake quantitatively in terms of the kinetic theory.
In water culture investigations increasing concentrations of chloride failed to show any
inhibiting effect on the uptake of phosphate in 20 day old maize plants; also the phosphate retained by
the roots was unaffected by the presence or absence of the tops, which supported his subsequent work
using excised roots to study the rate of ion uptake as a function of time.
lit was shown that concentrations as high as 0.1 M KC1 had no effect on the rate of
phosphate uptake from solutions of 1 to 256.x 10~°M KHoPO,,

I
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THE UTILITY OF FIELD EXPERIMENTATION AND OTHER
DETERMINATIONS INVOLVING SOIL

PLANT INTERACTIONS.

(Summary of talk by Dr. B.G. Davey to the Sydney Sub Branch on 15th March 1961.)

Since soil physical and micio meteorological factors are known to be of great significance
in determining the biological response of plants, the time is now appropriate to replace the large number
of uninstrumented conventional field trials in existence by a few completely instrumented experiments.
Until complete descriptions of experiments are available, the quantitative iritetactions
between the environment and cultural practices suchias fertiliser application cannot be determined.
The argument was entended to
(1) the limited applicability of pot and glasshouse trials,
(2) the variation between replicates in field trials as an aid to soil science;
(3) the limited utilisation of soil surveys;
(4) the poor correlation between arbitrary soil extracts and field responses;
(5) the misuse of a common test species for assessing comparative soil fertility in several regions,
(6) the poor correlation between analyses and soil deficiencies.

6

SOIL CONSERVATION SURVEYS OF THEWESTERN ARID REGIONS OF N.S.W.
(Summary of a talk by Mr. R. Condon to the Sydney Sub-Branch on 26th April 1961 )
The distribution of the main land units with their associated geological features, vegetation
and soil profile development together with the types and extent of erosion, were clearly described.
Peneplaina/ion and other stages in the normal cycle of erosion were related to the residual
and transported soils within these land units, and the characteristic differences between these land units
were well illustrated by colour slides and drawn sections of the topography.
In conclusion soil conservation practices were outlined and the achievements of good
management in these Western regions illustrated by colour slides,

GROUNDWATER PROBLEMS OF THE IRRIGATED AREAS IN NORTHERN VICTORIA.
(Summary of talks by A. Webster and B. Cockcroft to the Victorian Branch in 1959
prepared by l> Sargeant and A. Rundle)
Both speakers examined groundwater problems (and their background) in the irrigated areas
of Northern Victoria. They concerned themselves with an area extending from Yarrawonga in the east to
Swan Hill on its western margin, and from the foothills south of Shepparton to the Murray River. This is
part of the Riverine Plain of south eastern Australia, an extensive plain, extending from Northern Victoria
into Central New South Wales. Mr. Webster explained that in 1958 59 this area received over one million
acre feet (272,000,000,000 gallons) of irrigated svater annually. The water was applied to about 625,000
acres, or 60% of the total irrigated land in Victoria. Approximately 600,000 acres of this were under pasture,
while the remaining 25,000 acres carried mostly orchards. The water is distributed by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission through an elaborate network of earthem channels. The Commission is also
responsible for the drainage of all this land. To this end it provides a steadily expanding system of surface
drains. Sub surface (tile) drainage is practically absent in the region.
Mr. Cockcroft indicated that the area is part of a huge depositional plain. The uppermost of
these deposits comprise both riverine (alluvial) materials, and materials of aeolian origin, or "parna",
arranged in layers of varying thickness. The alluvium was brought down by rivers from the mountains to
the south, i.e. part of the Eastern Highlands. The parna, a calcareous clayey material, came from the west.
As everywhere else, irrigation brought with it problems produced by changes in the water
balance of the soils- Mr. Webster separated these problems into three groups'.
(a) Seepage from the irrigation channels. Only about half of the water released from the
storages eventually reaches the rootzone of the crops for which it is intended. Seepage contributes to the
water lost in the course of its distribution to the farms. The very few measurements made have however,
revealed surprisingly small water losses this way. Much more information is needed on the overall contribution of seepage to rising groundwater levels.
Where the channels pass through coarse textured, more permeable materials, water losses
from the channels often cause waterlogging of adjacent soils. This can effect crops susceptible to wet
conditions, such as peaches and apricots. It may also bring with it local salting. These seepage losses
are controlled by sealing the most permeable sections of the channels with concrete, with bituminous
membranes, or with a :c clay-sand mixture".
(b) Rising groundwater tables — Mr. Webster presented evidence for a progressive rise of
7

regional ground water tables. For instance, water tables in bores in Murray Valley orchards have risen
some 30 ft. in the 7 years to 1958 to stand at about 40 ft. from the surface. In the Kerang and Cohuna areas
rising water tables, and the salt they brought withithem, have seriously affected some 20,000 acres of land.
These water-tables are influenced by sand beds or ' a q u i f e r s " found at varying depths below the soils.
Mr. Cockcrofr put forward that in counties Moira and Rodney at least, water fables develop
in the levee and near flood plain parts of the depositional landscape, i.e., in the coarse and intermediate
deposits of the most recently active prior stream systems. He proposed that they are confined to these
areas. He inferred that ali the groundwater accumulating in the irrigation'areas is in effect perched on
poorly permeable layers. In some cases these restricting layers are as little as 6 f t . from the surface
Elsewhere, they occur at a considerable depth (40 ft. or more) below the surface. The restricting layers
are older, buried soils consisting of dense clay, or cemented coarser materials.
(c) Surface water-logging, or temporary saturation of the surface horizons is probably the
most serious problem of the orchard plantings in this region. It is caused by abnormal climatic conditions,
or sometimes by over-irrigation. In 1956 it resulted in the loss of some 60% of the peach trees planted in
the Goulburn Valley Irrigation Districts. Both Mr. Cockcroft and Mr. Webster are working on its solution.
They are examining systems of management which will facilitate the removal of surplus surface water.
They are also studying various ways of increasing the downward movement of water through the soil, by
such means as shallow subsoil drains and "vertical mulching".

IRON OXIDES IN SOILS
(Summary of talk by R.M. Taylor to the S.A. Branch)

Soil classification is largely influenced by the colour imparted by accumulation or
depletion of iron oxides from certain horizons. Soil forming processes such as gleying, podzolisation,
laterisation, etc, are all concerned with the movement of iron in the soil. The presence and form of the
oxides are also important contributors to soil structure and other behaviour.
All the soil forming factors, besides aiding the solution of the primary iron minerals,
decide in what form or forms the iron will be ledeposited,
In laboratory experiments the common iron minerals found in soils have been synthesized
by two different methods
(1) By the ageing of X ray amorphous ferric exide gel, prepared by the addition of an alkali to a
solution of a ferric salt, or
(2) By the oxidation hydrolysis of a ferrous salt or the precipitation and subsequent oxidation of
a ferrous compound.
The form of the iron oxides produced from process (1) is influenced mainly by the hydroxyl
ion concentration and the temperature but I feel that t h i s process as a source of haematite or goethite has
been over-emphasised by many workers.
Process (2) seems a more probable origin in soils as all the common " f r e e iron oxides "
can be produced by subtle variations in conditions. In this process the dominant factors are the pH
temperature, the oxidation-reduction level and the composition of the soil air.
Amorphous forms of iron oxides are not common in soils because of the rapidity with which
they age to crystalline forms. The ferric oxide gel referred to above has hitherto been thought of as a
.8 .

common amorphous form. This was based on certain similarities between the differential thermal diagrams
of some soils and this gel. In fact this amorphous compound has not been detected in normal soils and
the exothermic peak in the DTA record, previously used as a diagnostic feature of this gel, has been shown
to be of organic origin in many soils. Amorphous forms normally found in soils give quite different thermograms.
The common yellow iron "oxide ", goethite (FeOOH) has been investigated more fully than
the other forms in our laboratory. We have found that this oxide, as occurring in soils, behaves quite
differently from the mineral form usually found in ore bodies. The main difference is that soil goethrtes
have a smaller unit cell than the mineral form, and this reduction in size is associated with and proportional
to the extent of isomorphous replacement of iron by aluminium. This replacement is also accompanied by an
increase in the difficulty of removal by conventional free iron removal techniques and also explains why some
aluminium is extracted by these treatments. This change in unit cell may produce a distortion which could
affect the anion exchange properties of the mineral.

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON FOREST SOIL RELATIONSHIPS IN EUROPE AND BRAZIL
(Summary of talk by Dr. L.J. Webb to Queensland Branch on 16th February 1961.)
1. Some reafforestation problems in Great Britain."
Today, Britain has a total forest area of about 4 million acres, and has the distinction
amount European nations of having the lowest percentage of wooded area (after the Irish Republic). Yet
a few thousand years ago, forests covered over 60 per cent of the area of Britain.
The reasons for this deforestation are still somewhat controversial, but it is generally
agreed that the activities of man, and overall changes in climate, accompanied by soil degradation, were
responsible.
Now heath and bog covers about 10 per cent of England and over 50 per cent of Scotland,
and most of Ireland. These soils are inherently infertile, and problems of tree establishment have involved
studies of e.g.
(a) compost and mulching versus mineral fertilisers; and the role of mycorrhiza.
(b)

'checking' of Spruce in Calluna heath soils. Spruce develops N-deficiency, Is the antagonism
microbiological?

(c) Unavailability of N in raw humus of heath soils. Handley's theory that the cellulose is protected
from decomposition by protein "tanning*".
Effects of findings on forestry policy e.g. pure vs. mixed plantations. Should hardwood
species which are mull-formers be planted with conifers which are exclusively mor-formers?' Reclamation
of mor by Birch Makes 60-100 years under natural conditions.
2; Preservation and deciphering of soil (sand) profiles in North Germany
»

Professor R. Tuxen at Stolzenau claims that "every soil has its own plant community", so
that the history of a ground surface can be reconstructed if the effects of the plants on the soil can be

identified.
In the colonization of bare sand of the north-west plains of Germany (old moraines), grasses
are followed by Birch, then Oak. With more loam, Beech:also occurs. Destruction of forest results in
Calluna heath wilh;a black hardpan. Acid humus solutions are leached downwards in the sand profile and
are "coagulated" with:Fe to form characteristic rusty bands (different from reddish bands caused by pre
cipitation of Fe from aqueous solutions).

9 ,.

Beech has wider "Tuxen'"' bands than Oak, and Calluna invasion lesults in black bands or
black tubes caused by infilling of old tree root channels. Further invasion of forests have characteristic
effects on previous bands, and even the sites of old graves and sacrificial fiies can be identified by the
changes of bands caused by downward'moving solutions of potash etc,
3. A glimpse of the Amazonian rain forests and their soils
Belem just south of the equator typifies an equatorial climate without much seasonal
variation in temperature. Annual rainfall is 60 120 inches with a marked dry season between July and
November. Fires in the rain forest have been recorded during droughts.
On the standards of Indo Malayan Australian wet tropical forests, ihe Amazonian tain
forests are disappointing. Their canopy is relatively low and even (av» 80 100 ft- with occasional
emergents), epiphytes are rare, ground herbs poorly developed, and many microphyllous leaves because
legumes with small pinnae are abundant. The varzea and igapo (i-e. badly drained) forests are more
luxuriant than the terra firme (dry land) forests.
Soils seen along a transect about 160 miies along the new Brazifia road from Belem
included low humic glei (varzea forest), ground-water podzol, and well drained trunaated ground water
laterite, sandy yellow latosol, yellow latosol, red yellow podzolic, regosol and podzol. These are briefly
described, following a recent classification by T=H, Day and W.G, Sombrock of F A . O ,
There are obvious physiognomic and structural differences between rain forests on poorly
and well drained soils, On the latter, forests on regosols were different from those on TGW laterites or
YR podzolics, and sandy yellow and yellow latosols also seemed to support different forests- There is
some evidence for floristic sifting by different soilsThe problem of soil fertility in tropical rain forests; recent work in Ghana and at
Aberdeen provides interesting "leads" e.g. evidence that the trees in 'Forest fallow' are able to make
so called "Unavailable* 1 and non exchangeable" nutrients available^ possibly by the action of soil
bacteria which produce chelating compounds suchias 2 i ketogluconic acid- Certainly the interpretations
of forest and agti cultural soil fertility are drastically different.

BOOK REVIEWS
SOSL SURVEYS IN VICTORIA.
The Victorian Soil Survey Committee has compiled a Supplement to its "Bibliography of
Soil Surveys and Compiled Soil Maps in Victoria" 1 issued in October 1953.
The Bibliography lists all published and unpublished soil surveys carried out by various
authorities, giving brief details about location, area, scale of mapping, object of survey and availability
of unpublished material, Mention is also made of surveys in progress,
The area covered by all soil surveys to date is listed as 2;138,500 ac, in de*ail (mainly
20 chn. to 1 in.) and 30,844'sq. mi. in broad scale (2 ml. to 8 ml, to 1 in,).
A disturbing feature revealed by the compilation is the very large amount of unpublished
work. This amounts to 1,433,300 ac. of detailed and 27,842 sq, mi of broad scale surveyThe Bibliography is intended for the information of organisations and individuals
concerned with land utilisation and soil classification, Those interested in obtaining copies should
contact Mr. J.K.M, Skene, Senior Soils Officer, Department of Agriculture, Only a limited number of
10
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copies of the Supplement are available while the original Bibliography is out of-print at present.
SOIL CLASSIFICATION, A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM, 7TH APPROXIMATION
(Soil Survey Staff, Soil Conservation Service, United States Department of Agriculture, August 1960)
Dr. Guy Smith has advised that copies of the above publication may be purchased from
the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25 D.C. The price, post paid
to Australia is $2.82 per ccpy.
Those who have not yet seen the publication may be interested to know that it comes
attractively mimeographed in brown linen cover. The size is 11 x 9 in and there are 265 pages wiih 37
photographs and diagrams.
There is a foreword by Charles E. Kellog and a preface by Guy D. Smith, Chapters 1 - 7
deal with Soil and the Soil Individual, Soil Classification, Categories of the System, Nomenclature,
Criteria of Classification in the Higher Categories, Criteria of Classification in ihe Lower Categories,
and Key to Orders and Suborders. Chapters 8 — 1 7 describe the Orders, Suborders, Great Groups and
Sub-Groups.
There is an appendix giving rather completely the Soil Survey Manual terminology for
describing soils, while a second appendix gives reference data for the soil profiles described in the
text. The publication finishes with an index.
J K . M . Skene.
SOIL - GEOGRAPHIC OUTLINE OF AUSTRALIA
By M.A. Glazovskaya. State Publishers of Geographical Literature, Moscow 1952, 231 pp. and soil map
of Australia at scale approximately 1 . 20 million.
Madame Glazovskaya compiled in the mid 403s a soil map of Australia, and a copy was
received by Professor J.A. Prescott, but without any explanatory text. Her book reached Australia only
recently it reproduces her original map and legend, and the text is important to anyone concerned with
her map. This shows clearly its dependence on Prescott J s map (1944) of Australian soils, and the author
writes with great esteem of his work and acknowledges use of his publications in the period 1927 - 1944.
However although few other Australians are mentioned by name, reference was obviously made to practically
all reports of the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils until about 1946, as well as the wcrks of Australion geologists,
geographers and others, (he illustrations and soil analyses can be identified in Australian publications.
Her classification of our soils shows 11 soil types, mostly sub-divided into a few sub-types.
The relation of these to Prescott 8 s 18 mapping units (1944) are tabulated below.
Glazovskaya s soil types and
per cent of Australia

Corresponding soil formations or zones of
Prescott (1944)

1. Tropical and sub tropical podzolic
soils (6%). 2 sub types.

Includes much of podzol zone.

2. Tropical and sub tropical brown and
red*brown forest soils (II). 5 sub types.

Red loams: some portions of podzol zone;
some red-brown earths (W.Aust.)

3. Leached steppe soils of moist savannah
(19). 5 sub-types

Most red-brown earths, brown soils of light
texture; most grey and brown soils of heavy
texture; black earths.

. 11 -

4: Steppe soils of dry savannah
and shrubs (8). 3 sub-types

Solonized brown soils mallee sand h i l l s ; grey and
brown soils of heavy texture in Riverina,

5. Desert-steppe soils (serozems) of
salt bush steppe and desert shrubs
(24:5). 4'subtypes

Desert loams

6< Desert soils (20.5),
2 sub-types

Practically all of desert sand-hills; stony deserts,
and desert sand plains,

7. Saline soils (4:5),
4'sub types

Some of solonetZj also parts of deserts.

8. Meadow swamp solonchakous soils
(0 5). 2 sub types

Mainly tidal marshes.

9. Rendzinas and terra rossa
(less than 0,5%)

Rendzinas (S Aust).

parts of tablelands and ranges.

10. Mountain meadow soils (0.2); other
types of mountain soils are included
above-

No correspondence with itablelands and ranges
whichiare divided by Glazovskaya among her
first 6'types,

11. Relict formations (mainly relict
podzolic soils) (6.0). 3 subtypes.

Of Residual podzols.

The main points of interest in the Russian classification are
1) her agreement with Prescott on the mapping and significance of relict soils,
and on the occurrence of podzols and desert soils ,
2) her emphasis on tropical and sub tropical brown and red-brown forest soils,
3) the re-arrangement of several of Prescott 3 s units, and her division of his
desert loams into 4'sub-types,
4) the whittling down of solonetz mainly to inclusions among other soils,
5) the absence of chernozems.
6) her complete rejection of tablelands and ranges as a mapping unit.
Constant reference is made to the influence of parent materials, particularly those derived
from ancient soil formations. The singularity of Australia among the continents as a source of relicts
soils, fauna and flora, is emphasised in her conclusion.
The division of Australia into 13 soil — geographic regions shows an analysis not attempted
up t i l l then by Australians i t gives an opportunity to describe various features of suchia unit as the area
of sandy and stony deserts of the undissected and weakly dissected plateaux of central Australia.
Land use is dealt with in a short chapter which includes tabulation of the areas covered by'
the drfferenr soils, with indications as to land use problems. Emphasis is given to the relatively small
usage of Australia for agriculture and the great importance of pastoral industries, credited with lextensive
damage to our soils- A conclusion by Glazovskaya is thai the land fund available for agriculture would
amount to 25 - 30 per cent of the continent whereas less than 2 per cent was under cultivation. Her
estimate that the land fund could support 50 to 70 million instead of 7 million people is no doubt a matter
of simple proportion.
The soil map and text show some uses of cartography not used in Australia. It is interesting
to see the extensive reproduction of Australian soils analyses, and to examine her use of these in re
classifying our soils. The writer refers to the limitations of available data —the general absence of data
on physical properties, total analyses, microbiology^ x ray analyses, and the particular lack of data on
tropical soils.
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Leaving aside the field of disagteement about soil classification and about land use, this
book is an outstanding summary of Australian soils knowledge to about 1946, and we should hope that the
author w i l l be put in touch with all the relevant material since 1946< and will be piessed to piepare a new
edition. This is important because for some years her book w i l l possibly be the only text on Australian
soils influencing soil scientists and agricultural scientists in about one third of the world.
Go Blackburn.

PHOTO-INTERPRETATION
Photo-interpretation to many soil scientists implies study of aerial photos, but there is a
much wider field. The new Manual of Photographic Interpretation (1960) published by the Ameiicor, Society
of Photogrammetry is almost entirely devoted to aerial photos; the only excuse for the broadet title is the
last chapter dealing with iphoto-mi orography, electron microscopy, radiography and spectroscopy. Moreover
the first statement in the volume mentions that i t is intended for the "aerial mapping industry' .
The first three chapters, making one fifth of the book, deal mainly with the variety of aerial
photographs and the principles of photo interpretation. Then follow 11 chapters on special fields of interpretation, and two small chapters including one on education and training. The fifth chapter, by Robert E. Frost,
— Photo Interpretation of Soils — deals with the subject from points of view geological, engineering and
physiographic. It thus overlaps with the next chapter dealing with engineering. Soils are dealt with also
in chapters 7 (forestry), 11 (agriculture), and 13 (archaeology)The book is a good guide to current methods and interests in photo-interpretation for
civilian activities, especially those in the United States. There ate several hundred photo illustrations,
including several in colour. The quality of the iridex is not up to the high (Standard of ihe paper and
illustrations.
This is surely for the kings of photogrammetry, for with 868 pages and a weight of 4)4 lbs
it should qualify as a 'king size" manual, and the price of $15 takes it out of the common class.
G. Blackburn.

GEOMORPHOLOGY ABSTRACTS.
A useful quaiterly collection of abstracts in "Geomorphological Abstracts" is issued in
in photo-lilh.o form from the Department of Geography, London School of Economics. The four issues
sirlce June 1960 contain 333 items under the headings : geophysics, weathering and slopes, rivers and
river terraces, regional physiography, glacial morphology, other aspects of the Pleistocene, periglacial,
karst, wind action, coasts, and miscellaneous* Most of the abstracts refer to publications iri English land
French, but recently there has been more reference to papers in German and Polish.'
Other collections of such abstracts appear elsewhere in different languages and are not so
compact or accessible to us as this small quarterly! One such collection of abstracts, apparently not
studied by the editor of the above collection, is issued by the USSR Academy of Sciences in the Russian
language. This is the reference journal ' Geografia", issued in 11 parts, of which parts 5 and 6 coyer
physical geography only. One of the 12 monthly issues of part 5 presented abstracts and titles for 190
papers from 18 languages in its section on geomorphology, and many others under such headings as
paleogeography, periglacial phenomena, Joess, soil geography and soil erosion.
G. Blackburn.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
What's in a Name?
Dear Sir,
Whatever Shakespeare may have believed, I submit that there is something irl a name. The
name of our Society is the AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF SOIL SCIENCE, yet everywhere, even from office
bearers, one hears reference to ""the Soil Science Society". Now this wrong name has appeared iri print
(A.N.Z.A.A.S, Brisbane Congress - Circular No. 2 p. 72; and Programme p. 94). Worse than that, on 1WO
occasions in recent years I have had letters, on official letterhead, in which reference is made to * ^he
Soil Science Society"' over the signatures of Federal Presidents.
There was plenty of precedent for our adoption of the name Australian Society of Soil
Science, in those of the International, British, and New Zealand bodies; if our American friends like the
name they gave their Society that is their business — we do not need to follow them. The words ' S o i l
Science Society" are awkward to say and unpleasant to hear. They are treble nouns, and anyone who sees
nothing wrong with treble nouns should read Professor Leeper's condemnation of them in Volume 15 of
The Australian Journal of Science.
If a large majority of our members really/prefer the ugly name Soil Science Society, we
should change our name formally. I hope they do not, but i t would be belter to change the name than to
continue to misquote it. It says little for the prestige of our Society i f we don t even know what its name i s .
Yours faithfully,
signed K.D.. Nicolls
Tasmanian Regional Laboratory,
CS.I.R.O.
HOBART,
28th June, 1961.

AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF SOIL SCIENCE

FEDERAL COUNCIL NOTES

1. Third Australian Conference in Soil Science™
The Third Australian Conference in Soil Science w i l l be held Canberra in February, 1962J
The Organising Committee (Mr. B.E. Butler, (Chairman), Dr, A . J . Anderson, Assoc.
Prof. N> Collis
George, Mr. R G . Downes, Mr. R.I. Herriot, Dr. A . E , Martin, Mr. H.5. Hawkins (Secretary)) has adopted
the general theme " T h e Interpretation of Soil Characteristics in Relation to Plant Production. ' All
members should by now have received Circular No. 1.
2; Soil Classification Committee.
The Committee's report on Dr. Guy Smith's soil classification scheme is to become a
publication of the Society and w i l l be distributed to all members,
3. Commit lee on Academic Training.
The Queensland branchihas proposed that Council should establish a committee to investigate
14

University training in Soil Science, Council is to consider the proposal at its next meeting.
4, International Soil Conference.
In November 1962 there will be a joint meeting in New Zealand of Commission IV (Soil
Fertility and Plant Nutrition) and Commission V (Soil Genesis, Classification and Cartography) of the
International Society of Soil Science.
Our Society has been invited to nominate two members to write:(a) a description of the principles and practice of soil classification and mapping used in Australia;
(b) a discussion of the theoretical and practical advantages of the system in farming and
other fields.
5, Subscriptions.
Council has decided to increase subscriptions by 5/- per member. The increase, which
begins with the 1961 62 financial year, follows a steep rise in the cost of producing Soils News. It had
already been forecast by the outgoing Federal Treasurer, Mr. R.D. Bond, in his 1959-60 Treasurers
report. Steps are being taken to keep the cost of producing Soils News low, but even so, the increase
was inevitable.

A.N.Z.A.A.S. CONGRESS

The recent A.N.Z.A.A.S. conference in Brisbane attracted a large number of interstate and
overseas visitors and catered for a wide range of scientific interest. Many local members of Soil Science
Society who would not normally be able to attend such conferences were afforded the opportunity of hearing
many interesting papers and of meeting co-workers in their particular fields.
Several papers of soils interest were presented at the conference dealing with pedology,
soil chemistry and plant nutrition. In particular, .two papers on the Tuesday morning, "Laterite and
Silcrete Relationships" - C.G. Stevens and "The atlas of Australian soils' - K . H . Northcote, provoked
keen discussion. Papers presented by local members of Soil Science Society included: "The soils of the
Australian Brigalow lands and their potential for development" - R.F. Isbell, "Methods used in the assessment of the fertilizer requirements of sugar cane" - K.C. Leverington, "Soil fertility trends on Darling Downs
black earths' - S.A. Waring and W. Fox, and 'The use of labelled Nitrogen in soil fertility studies" A, Martin.
Welcome to Visitors.
In conjunction with the Australian Institute of Agricultural Science and the Institute of
Foresters, the Soil Science Society extended a welcome to A.N.Z.A.A.S. visitors at a 5.0 p.m. Sherry Party
in the Student Union Buildings at the University on 29th May. Over two hundred and fifty members of these
organisations attended and it was particularly pleasing to see that a number of wives were able to be
present at the function.
Excursion.
Unfortunately Brisbane weather failed to live up to its reputation and rain on the evening prior
to the trip and a weather bureau prediction of continuing rain led to the cancellation of the bus, However the
weather cleared during the morning and twenty soil scientists including fourteen visitors made the trip by
private cars. Among the visitors were Miss Carbonnell (Philipines), Mr. T.K. Khedekar (India), Professor
Leeper (Univ, of Melbourne) and Messrs,S.M. Murray (Soil Conservation, Melbourne) and Weatherall (N.S.W.).
Interstate C.S.I.R.O. visitors included Messrs. Butler and Walters (Canberra), Nicolls (Hobart), Northcote and
Ward (Adelaide), Baldwin (Merbein) and McArthur (Armidale),
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The first stop was at Capalaba where following a description of the general geological and
soil patterns of the district by Mr. Hubble, a soil classified as a lateric podzolic was examined- This
profile consisting of a grey'podzolic upper portion over a red brown lateritic profile with nodular and
mottled zones brought keen discussion on genesis and classification. The interest in the profile was
evidenced by the duration of the stay'at this site.
A brief stop was made at the Queensland Department of Agriculture and Stock, Horticulture
Experiment Station at Ormiston. This is typical of the productive kraznozems of the Redlands district known
as Brisbane's salad bowl Visitors were interested in the fruit and vegetable crops produced and in product
ion methods including the heavy fates of fertilizer application. Tropical crops suchias paw-paw and custard
apples were of inreresi to many visitors.
Following lunch at Cleveland Point on the shores of Moreton Bay, a kraznozem piofi e was
examined at the University farm at Redland Bay. While the pedologists discussed structural units in these
soils, others were interested in Soil chemistry and in particular, the phosphate status of such soils. Leaving
ihe Redlands area the party inspected a humic gley soil on the alluvial lands of the lower reaches of the
Logan River. The final stop was in the Sunnybank area where a profile typical of the Red Earths of the area
was examined. Discussion was led by Mr. Thompson who has carried out a detailed soil survey of the area.
Professor Leeper on behalf of the visitors expressed appreciation to the local members for
arranging the trip and particularly to those responsible for digging the profile pits.

BRANCH ACTIVITIES
A.C.T. BRANCH.
At a general meeting in November 1960 Mr. B.E. Butler gave a talk on "Srnpressions from a
recent overseas tour"1. The regular lunch+time discussion meetings have been continued and the following
speakers have contributed over the past few months:Mr. R.J. Hunter

— "Physico-chemical aspects of soil formation"

Mr. J.J. Basinski Dr. J . David

—• "Atomic absorption spectroscopy"

Dr. D.S. Mclntyre Mr. D. Bouma

"Irrigation development irl Pakistan"
"Soil aeration"'

— "Some aspects of citrus research at G r i f f i t h "

Mr. C.W.E. Moore — "Some aspects of the ecology of serpentine areas"
Mr. A . B . Costin

-

"Solifluction terraces iri the Kosciusko area".

S.A. BRANCH.
The first branch ;meeting of 1961 was held on March 23rd when Mr. J.A. Beare delivered his
Presidential Address,postponed from last year. The talk was entitled "Soil Science and the Farmer", and
provoked an active discussion from a well-attended meeting. The second meeting of the year is planned for
May'25th, v/hen papers w i l l be presented by Dr. A.W. Fordham on "Some factors influencing the concentration
of phosphate in the soil solution" and by Mr. J.K. Powrie an "Agronomic aspects of phosphorus in sandy soils
QUEENSLAND BRANCH.
In February, Dr. L . J . Webb (Plant Industry Division, C.S.I.R.O., Brisbane), gave an address
to the Branch entitled, "Some observations on forest-soil relationships in Europe and Brazil \, Dr. Webb
visited these countries recently and his talk was illustrated by many interesting colour slides.
Two visitors from the South Australian Branch igave the following talks:-
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Dr. K. Norrish -

"Research work in clay mineralogy",

Mr. J . Holmes -

"Soil moisture relationships and the Hydrology
of the Upper South-East, South A u s t r a l i a " .

The Branch meeting in April heard an address by Mr. W.E. Fox (Agriculture Department,
University of Queensland) on "Structure and Moisture Studies in Darling Downs S o i l s " .
SYDNEY SUB-BRANCH.
With the approval of the Riverina sub branch the Sydney sub-branch Executive has continued
as the N.S.W. Branch Executive for the current session and the office bearers are
President;
Dr. T» Langford Smith
Secretary"
Mr. D. Smiles
Committeeman: Mr. H.D. Orchistoru
Since June 1960 there have been four general meetings and one excursion, which consisted
of inspecting soil permeability investigations on alluvial flats and the soils of Mr. P.A, Yeoman's propert
ies near Richmond.
At the first meeting in December, Dr. 0„G. Carter presented an essentially quantitative
treatment of his phosphate uptake work with maize as affected by the chloride ion. For the second meeting
in March, Dr. B.G. Davey critically reviewed the ulitily of field experimentation and other determinations
involving soil-plant interactions. In April there were two meetings, the first being addressed by
Mr. R. Brewer on the significance of the petrographic approach to the study of soils, and the second was
addressed by Mr. R. Condon on soil conservation surveys and achievements in the arid Western regions of
N.S.W.
At the fifth meeting, in June, it is anticipated that Dr. Philip w i l l discuss the significance
of agrophysics in relation to soil fertility, and for the concluding address in July, the President,
Dr. T. Langford Smith, w i l l illustrate how geomorphological considerations can be used to interpret the
distribution of soil types.
Five applications for membership have been sent to Federal Council since the last issue
of "Soil News", one being from Dr. T.W. Walker. Ph.D, D.Sc.(London), Professor of Soil Science at
Canterbury Agricultural College, University of New Zealand.

PERSONAL NOTES
A.CT, BRANCH.
Dr. J . F . Loneragan has resigned from the Division of Plant Industry, C.S.I.R.B., Canberra
to take up a lectureship in Soil Science at the University of Western Australia.
Mr. R.W. Jessup has moved to Adelaide on secondment to the Division of Soils C.S.I.R.O.
S.A, BRANCH.
Dr. T . J . Marshall recently returned from his visits to Europe and Ameriaa. Dirs. A^W,
Fordham and K.G. Tiller have returned to the Soil Chemistry Section, Division of Soils, after obtaining
their doctorates at Oxford and Cornell Universities respectively. Dr. A.M. Posner, a graduate of the
Cambridge University School of Colloid Science, has taken up a lectureship in the Soil Science Section
of the Department of Agricultural Chemistry of the Waite Institute.
Mr. W.T. Ward, formerly of the New Zealand D.S.I.R. Soil Bureau, recently joined the
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C.S.I.R.O. Division of Soils as a Pedologist and a Soil SurveyorOverseas research workers who have recently arrived to work at the Waite Institute include
Professor K.F. Baker from Berkeley, California, who is working in the Plant Pathology Department on the
use of heat treatments in determining the composition of the microbial population of the soil, and
Professor T . L . Deshpandi from Nagpur, India, who is working in the Soil Science Section of the Department
of Agricultural Chemistry on the effects of iron oxides on the physical behaviour of soils.
Dr. W.W. Emerson is going to St. Paul, Minnesota in July to work for 12'months with i h e

'

U.S.D.A,
Dr. C.G. Stephens has accepted an invitation to participate in a meeting in Rome *o be held
from June 19th - 23rd under ihe auspices of U.N.E.S.C.O. and F.A.O. to consider the preparation of a Soil
Map of the World.
Mr. Peter Hooper retired on 14th April, after 31 years as Cartographer to the C.S.LR.ODivision of Soils
SYDNEY SUB-BRANCH.
Professor R.L. Crocker is on sabbatical leave on a Fulbright Fellowship to the U.S.A.,
where he is spending some months at the High Altitude Laboratory in Colorado,before visiting the U.K.
and returning in September of this year.
Dr. O.G. Carter returned to Sydney early in the year with his M.S. and Ph.D from Cornell,
to take up the position of Lecturer in Agronomy at the University of Sydney.
Mr. P.H. Walker of the C.S.I.R.O. formerly stationed at the University of Sydney, has been
transferred to Canberra to be closer to administration and further his pedological researches.
Dr. B.G. Davey was recently elected President of the Sydney Branch of the Australian
Institute of Agricultural Science.
Mr. D.G. Cameron of the Soil Conservoiion Service, has been promoted to Resident Soil
Conservationist at Goulburn, where he is in charge of the Warragamba catchment area.
Mr. W.A. Muirhead, formally of the Soil Conservation Service at Hay, has joined the _
C.S.I.R.O. at Griffith.
Miss Jocelyn Sands became Mrs. T . Lloyd early this year, and is continuing as parttime Demonstrator in Soil's at the University of Sydney.
Miss J . Harris has been recently appinted Teaching Fellow in Soils at the University 1
of Sydney.
Miss J.M. Ranee has joined the section of soils, University of Sydney, as Research
Assistant in soil plant relations.

,

Mr. D. Smiles, the present secretary of the Sydney Branch, is close to putting the
finishing touches to his PhiD. thesis.

MEMBERSHIP CHANGES
New Members:
Costin, A.

(ACT1)
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Doelle, H.W. (NSW3)
Fordham, A.W .(SA3)
Preney, J.R. (ACT1)
Gill, F J . ,. (V16)
Hunter, R.J. (ACT2)
Linacre, E.T. (NSW3)
Murtha, G.G, (Q2)
Oilier, C D . (VI)
Saunt, J.E.
(NSW3)
Spencer, K.
(ACT1)
Treffry T.E. (ACT1)
Wagner, R.
(NSW27)
Walker, T.W. (NSW23)
Ward, W.T.
(SA3)
Transfers.

Catchpoole, V.R,
Jessup, R.W.
Loneragan, J.F.
McGarity, J.W .

(Q4 to VI5)
(ACT1 to SA3)
(ACT1 to WA3)
(SA1 tc> NSW25)

NSW23 is now Lincoln College, Christchurch, New Zealand.
N5W27 is Soil Conservation Service, Goulbourne, N,S.W.
V15 is CS.I.R.O. Fodder Conservation Section, Highett, Vic.
V 1 6 i s Rural Finance Corporation, 107 Russell Street, Melbourne.

NEWS ITEMS AND NOTES

To recognize G.V. Jacks 5 services as editor of the
Journal of Soil Science, a presentation is to be made
to him on the occasion of his retirement from that position. It is suggested that any Australian wanting
to contribute should send his donation (a maximum of 5 / has been suggested) to ~

Retirement of Editor of Journal of Soil Science;

D.V. Crawford,
Hon. Sec, British Society of Soil Science,
University of Nottingham, School of Agriculture,
Sutton Bonington,
Loughborough,
ENGLAND.
Goal of Science

"Please supply details of how to feed poultry droppings from battery birds to beef
c a t t l e " was the gist of a letter in " T h e Rhodesian Farmer" and the reply was
that the droppings should be dried as quickly as possible to prevent fly breeding and loss of nitrogen,
then milled and fed to fattening steers in their concentrates, 40% dry manure, 56% maize meal, 3% bone
meal, \% salt, at 101b. daily.
Apparently no one has yet tried processing the cattle manure for poultry feed, but On an experimental farm in Southern Rhodesia, a system of fish farming yields, 2;000lb.
of fish per acre per year. Bream in large ponds are fed with effluent from ihe piggeries ; the fish
thrive on this diet, and deposit their own residues on the bottom of the pond; in the fulness of time
the fish are " h a r v e s t e d " , the pond drained, and its floor sown to rice. This beautiful cycle is completed
when the harvested rice is fed to the pigs.
,Brit|sh Farm Mechanizafion"

Machine Translation:
A translating machine working on a Russian engineering treatise persistently recorded the
words "water goat". On investigation the machine's supervisors found the intended phrase to be
"hydraulic ram".
''Daily Express"
A Russian machine translated the phrase "out of sight, out of mind"1 from the English; an
American machine, translating in due course from Russian back to English, rendered it as "invisible lunatic"
"Nature"
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